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Preface – Choices and Decisions, The Free Enterprise Forum Local Government 
Spending Index, 1990-2013 
 

The Free Enterprise Forum, as a part of its mission to inform, analyze and promote 
dialog, is pleased to present the third iteration of this comprehensive report and analysis.  
 
The attached reports cover Albemarle, Fluvanna, Greene, Louisa, Nelson Counties and 
the City of Charlottesville.  The analysis seeks to develop and track over time a metric to 
capture the spending trend in each locality and determine if this trend can be correlated to 
other trends occurring within the locality. 
 
The Free Enterprise Forum Local Government Spending Index (LGSI ) is modeled after 
the economic methodology used to calculate the Consumer Price Index.  The base 
number (100) for each locality is calculated by adding the inflation adjusted per capita 
spending (operating budget only) for the first two years of the study (1990 & 1991) and 
dividing by two.  This methodology creates an objective measure of local spending 
adjusted for the particular needs of each locality. 
 
The LGSI focuses exclusively on the operating budget of each municipality.   The 
calculation excludes capital expenditures, thus avoiding having single-year spikes in 
capital spending skew the results or interpretation of the data. 
 
The data used to develop the LGSI was mined from the Commonwealth of Virginia’s 
Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) Comparative Report on Local Government Revenue 
and Expenditures which presents data as submitted by the localities.   
 
According to the APA: 
 

“All Virginia counties, cities, towns with a population of 3,500 or more, and 
towns operating a separate school division are required to submit comparative 
data to the Auditor of Public Accounts annually.  The data presented represents 
the local government operations for the general government and enterprise 
activities.”  

 
The Free Enterprise Forum Choices and Decisions report highlights spending trends 
across the region and how these spending trends may or may not relate to other trends 
occurring in the locality.  For example, Nelson County has the lowest 2012 LGSI under 
127 while Albemarle’s 2012 LGSI is almost over twenty points higher at 152.    
 
Of equal interest are the recent LGSI trends that do not exactly mirror the cumulative 
results.  After a region wide high water mark in 2009, we start to see all the localities 
LGSI revert backwards reflective of recession induced spending cuts. As of 2012, not one 
locality studied has yet returned to their LGSI peak of 2009. 
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LGSI Historical data (1990-2012) shows that Charlottesville LGSI has increased the most 
(+56.41) followed by Albemarle (+51.85), Louisa (+40.90), Greene (+34.53), Fluvanna 
(+29.05) and Nelson (+27.71).   
 
Many of the influences traditionally thought to impact local government spending are 
enumerated in the attached report including population growth, school enrollment growth 
and population density.  The LGSI uses locality’s self-reported spending and verified 
population data to generate an inflation adjusted index comparing per capita 
expenditures.     
 
The Free Enterprise Forum is a privately funded public policy organization focused on 
local government issues in the Charlottesville region.  The geographic scope of this study 
mirrors those areas in which the Free Enterprise Forum operates. 
 
The goal of the Choices and Decisions report is to promote dialog and discussion 
regarding the financial impacts of government choices and decisions.  The Free 
Enterprise Forum hopes that this data and analysis will spark additional public interest in 
local government activity.   
 
Well informed citizens make well informed decisions. 
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I.  General Trends in Local Government Spending:  1990 - 2013 
 
By establishing the Local Government Spending Index (LGSI) tied directly to the 
specific localities previous spending, we have created an individualized metric that can 
be used to identify the spending differences between localities.  In all cases, after 
adjusting for price inflation, spending has markedly increased over the study period.  
However, the amount of increase differs markedly across jurisdictions.   
 
The Free Enterprise Forum recognizes that over the time period under study, certain 
additional programs have been forced upon localities by State and Federal government 
often without equal income to support these programs. However, such so called 
“unfunded mandates” have been imposed equally on all localities.  The analysis 
presented herein is not concerned with the extent to which these mandates, or any other 
program or expenditure, come with, or without, revenue sources. Rather, the Free 
Enterprise Forum’s revenue blind LGSI is designed to track differences in local spending 
since the 1990-91 base period.   
 

Figure 1 

 
 
Figure 1 demonstrates the variable nature of local government spending with Fluvanna 
County reporting a 2012 LGSI of 129 compared to 151 for Albemarle County.  It is 
obvious from this chart that over the time period in question, the different governmental 
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entities in the Greater Charlottesville Region have made very different choices and 
decisions about government spending.  Locality specific data charts follow. 
  
II. Albemarle County 
 
Albemarle County, with a land mass of 722.61 square mile, experienced an average rate 
of increase in inflation-adjusted operating expenditures of 4.48% in the study period from 
1990 – 2012.  In 2012, Albemarle County had an estimated population of 101,575 and 
operating expenditures of $288.2 million, resulting in per capita spending of $2,837.55.  
 
Adjusted for inflation, Albemarle County’s total spending increased by over 129% during 
the study period while population and school enrollment increased by 49% and 30.75% 
respectively.  Inflation adjusted per capita spending increased 54.24% since 1990. 
 
The 2009 LGSI in Albemarle County was 166.92.  Since 2009, Albemarle’s LGSI has 
dropped to 151.85 but remains the second highest in the study group. 
   
 

Figure 2 
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III. City of Charlottesville 
 
The City of Charlottesville is the smallest locality studied in terms of land area, 10.26 
miles, but it is also the locality with the highest population density, at 4,393 persons per 
square mile in 2012.  The City’s high density equates to additional levels of service 
expected from local government.  For example, the City operates (through its operating 
account) a gas utility as an enterprise.  Some of the upward pressure in spending in later 
years of the study may therefore be tied to the increase in natural gas prices. 
 
Charlottesville had by far the highest per capita spending of any locality in the study 
$4,689.66 in FY 2012. 
 
During the study period (1990-2012), Charlottesville’s population increased by 11.36% 
by far the smallest increase of any locality studied. In addition, Charlottesville 
experienced a cumulative decline in school enrollment of -4.38%, more than three times 
the enrollment drop in Nelson (-1.29%) the only other locality to experience the a school 
enrollment decline.  In contrast to the population and school enrollment trends, inflation-
adjusted operating expenditures during the study period increased 79.37%.  The 2012 
LGSI in Charlottesville was 156.41 down from their 2009 high of 176.31. 
 
 

Figure 3 
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IV. Fluvanna County 
 
Fluvanna County has a land area of 287.37 square miles.  During the study period (1990-
2012), Fluvanna more than doubled in population (109%).  Correspondingly, school 
enrollment in Fluvanna County increased almost 80%. The rate of increase in both 
population and school enrollment was the highest in the region. 
 
The rate of increase in inflation-adjusted per capita spending between 1990 and 2012 was 
33.74%, the second lowest of the study group. In 1990, Fluvanna County’s inflation-
adjusted per capita spending was $1,437.14.  In 2012, inflation-adjusted per capita 
spending was $2,129.75. 
 
During the study period, the Fluvanna experienced the highest rate of growth in inflation 
adjusted spending in the region (180%). However, the rapid population growth (which 
likely drove additional operating spending) mitigates this spending increase on the LGSI 
calculation, with the result being that Fluvanna County had the second lowest LGSI 
(129.05 in 2012) in the region.  This distinction may be without a difference as the debt 
service on Fluvanna’s recent capital projects are not reflected in the LGSI. 
  
   

Figure 4 
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V. Greene County 
 
Other than The City of Charlottesville, Greene County is the smallest locality 
(geographically) included in this study.  With 156.58 square miles of land area and 
18,856 residents, Greene County has a population density of 120 persons per square mile.  
During the study period (1990-2012), Greene County experienced a population increase 
of 83.12% and a school enrollment increase of 71.31%, the 2nd highest rates of increase 
(behind Fluvanna). 
 
On a per capita basis the increase in inflation adjusted operating expenditures was 
36.36%.  Comparatively, Greene County’s LGSI of 134.53 in 2012 is below that of 
Albemarle and Charlottesville but above Louisa, Nelson, and Fluvanna.  In the last four 
years, Greene’s LGSI has dropped 16.40 points. 
 
 
   

Figure 5 
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VI. Louisa County 
 
Louisa County has a land area of nearly 500 square miles and a population density of 68 
people per square mile.  During the study period (1990-2012), Louisa County 
experienced population growth of 65.84% and growth in school enrollment of 32.36%.  
 
Inflation adjusted operating expenditures in Louisa County increased 136% between 
1990 and 2012.  Per capita spending in Louisa County in 2012 is $2,442.55, compared to 
$1,714.18 (in 2012$) at the start of the study period.  Louisa County’s 2012 LGSI is 
140.90, placing it in the middle of the pack in the study.  Interestingly, in the 2010 LGSI 
Louisa County was the second lowest LGSI. 
     
The disparity between population growth and school enrollment growth seem to 
positively impact Louisa’s LGSI.  This is an area worthy of additional scrutiny.  
 

Figure 6 
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VII. Nelson County 
 
With a 2012 population estimated at 15,708, Nelson County is the smallest locality in 
terms of population included in this study.  It is also the least densely populated, with a 
population density of 33 persons per square mile.  During the study period (1990-2012), 
population increased at a rate of 22.93% and school enrollment dropped by 1.29%.  It is 
important to note the small enrollment size (~2,000 students) magnifies normal 
fluctuations in class size. 
  
Inflation adjusted per capita operating spending increased from $1,621.33 (in 2012$) in 
1990 to $2,333.35 in 2012, an increase of 29.88%. This is the lowest rate of increase in 
the region.  As a result, Nelson County had the lowest LGSI in the study in 2012 at 
127.71.   
 
It is important to recognize that much of the growth in Nelson County has been in the 
Wintergreen Resort area.  Resort homeowners tend to have lower incidence of school 
aged children, thus helping to explain why school enrollment growth does not mirror 
population growth.   

Figure 7 
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VIII. Conclusions 
 
As an evaluation tool the Free Enterprise Forum Local Government Spending Index 
(LGSI) provides a locality specific metric to objectively measure relative changes in the 
spending of local governments.    At the start of this study, it was hypothesized that 
inflation adjusted spending would largely track changes in population and school 
enrollment.  For the most part it does. 
 
It was also theorized that growth in inflation-adjusted per capita spending among the 
localities would be similar because of the high percentage of programs mandated by the 
state and operated by the localities.   
 
In contrast, the analysis clearly indicates wide variation in per-capita spending decisions 
made by the localities.  Albemarle County and the City of Charlottesville have had the 
largest increases in per capita spending, at 54.24% and 61.07% respectively.  Louisa, 
Greene, and Fluvanna counties were next, with increases of between 33% and 42%.  
Nelson County (29.88%) has had the lowest increase.  It has been theorized that the more 
dense localities have greater government service demands; further study is warranted to 
understand the differences citizen expectations and spending patterns. 
 
Furthermore, while this analysis is source revenue blind, further study may be warranted 
to examine the different revenue streams for the localities and the spending requirements, 
if any, which accompany these sources. 
 
It was also anticipated that school enrollment growth would track population growth. 
While it does, in every instance the percentage growth in school enrollment was smaller 
than the growth in population.  This may be reflective of larger demographic trends being 
seen on a national basis. As demographic forces change the demands on local 
governments, additional study may be needed in this area.  An examination of the last 
four years of LGSI data is particularly illuminating.  While no locality has returned to its 
LGSI highs of 2009 (2010 for Fluvanna), Louisa is the closest with only a 7.81 
differential between 2009 and 2012.  The balance of the study localities seem to have 
dropped between 10 and 16 points in their LGSI.   
 
In conclusion, The Free Enterprise Forum Local Government Spending Index provides 
citizens an objective locality specific metric to be used to compare spending between 
municipalities.    As mentioned in the preface, this analysis seeks to promote discussion 
and debate.  
 
Armed with an objective metric such as the LGSI, additional study can be done to 
determine the relative value what citizens are getting for their money.  In the end, it is up 
to the citizens to determine whether they are getting their money’s worth. 
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